CHECK YOUR ENROLLMENT!
ONLY PURCHASE BOOKS FOR CLASSES IN WHICH YOU ARE ENROLLED

DEPARTMENT OF NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
BOOK LIST
SPRING 2017

CPMA STUDENTS

NS 4213: Capstone Seminar
No Book

NS 5823: Energy Nutrients
Advanced Nutrition & Human Metabolism (5th Edition or later if available)
Recommended but NOT required
Author: Gropper
Publisher: ITP

NS 7222: Nutrition Counseling
Nutrition Counseling and Education Skills for Dietetics Professionals, 6th Edition
Author: Betsy Holli, Judith A Beto
Publisher: Williams Wilkins

Nutrition Counseling Skills for the Nutrition Care Process, 4th Edition
Authors: Linda Snetselaar
ISBN: 978-0763729608
Publisher: Jones & Bartlett

Counseling Overweight Adults, Most Recent Edition - Optional
Can purchase from: www.eatright.org

NS 7244: Medical Nutrition Therapy I
Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary (Current Edition)
Author: Dorland
Publisher: Elsevier – Health Sciences Division

Krause’s Food & The Nutrition Care Process (13th Edition) - Optional
Author: L. Kathleen Mahan and Sylvia Escott-Stump
Publisher: W.B. Saunders Company

Food Medication Interactions (Current Edition)
Author: Zaneta M. Pronsky, Colin M. Redfern, Jeanne Crowe, and Solomon Epstein
Publisher: Food-Medication Interactions

Nutrition Therapy & Pathophysiology (3rd Edition)
Author: Marcia Nelms, Sara Long Roth, Kathryn P. Sucher & Karen Lacey
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Publisher: Cengage Learning

Author: Heimburger
ISBN: 139780323039529
Publisher: Mosby/Elsevier

Laboratory Assessment of Nutritional Status: Bridging Theory & Practice
Author: Mary D. Litchford
ISBN: 978-1-880989-95-1
mdlphd@casesoftware.com
www.CASEsoftware.com

Can be purchased at http://ncpt.webauthor.com
Flyer with additional information on D2L
Subscription fees – Academy Student Member $25.00

The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Nutrition Care Manual (Required)- subscription
Student Members: MSTU09 $75.00
The order page is on the main site at www.nutritioncaremanual.org

Litchford MD, Nutrition Focused Physical Assessment: Making Clinical Connections
ebook or Softcover acceptable. Purchase from website:

Used During Nutrition Assessment

Choose Your Foods: Exchange Lists for Diabetes, American Diabetes Association and American Dietetic Association, Copyright 2008. This book can be purchased at www.diabetes.org or by phone at 1-800-342-2383. Received this resource in Food Science Class


Coordinated Program Supervised Practice
eCurriculum – one time charge of $200
Professor dela Cruz will go over this with you at the beginning of the semester
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SENIOR (2nd YEAR) STUDENTS

NS 4132: Adult Weight Management
No Book

NS 4226: Medical Nutrition Therapy III
No Book

NS 4242: Community Nutrition Practicum
No Book

NS 4272: Geriatric Nutrition
No Book
MASTER OF SCIENCE STUDENTS/PhD STUDENTS

NS 5132: Adult Weight Management
No Book

NS 5272: Geriatric Nutrition
No Book

NS 5823: Energy Nutrients
Advanced Nutrition & Human Metabolism (5th Edition or later if available)
Recommended but NOT required
Author: Gropper
Publisher: ITP

NS 5970/AHS 6970: Seminar
No Book

NS 5990/AHS 6990: Sports Nutrition
Book information will be in D2L